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Abstract: Soft tissue simulation is very important in medical simulation and learning procedures. But such 
simulations require intensive computation. With the force feedback devices, the computation required should be 
much faster as touch sensation is approximately 20 times faster than that of visual. Efficient collision detection 
techniques are required to quickly locate the touched node of the model and a few triangles of the model need to be 
rendered in the haptic loop to get further optimization while achieving the same haptic sensation. In this study an 
octree space partitioning method is used for collision detection to find the touched node quickly and two circular 
rings of neighbors of the touched node are rendered in the haptic loop for further optimization. This technique is 
implemented in our previously developed real time vertex based deformation. The results are compared with the 
previous method which shows better performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Real time interaction with deformable objects is one 

of the interesting and challenging fields in Computer 
Graphics. In recent years, with the augment of force 
feedback devices the interaction with deformable objects 
became more sensitive and meaningful but at the cost of 
extensive computation as its refresh rate is much higher 
than visual. For real time interactive simulation, the 
algorithm needs to meet the requirement of both visual 
and haptic interaction in terms of efficiency. 

In deformation modelling of soft objects, two 
methods are used. Following sections discusses these 
types with main focus on interaction with these 
deformable models using force feedback device. 
 
Geometry-based: In this method, the geometry of the 
model is manipulated directly upon interaction. The 
model represented using this method have no solution 
for representing the internal physical properties of the 
model. The advantage of these methods is that the 
computation is less and the algorithms are easy to be 
implemented. Two approaches in geometry based are 
vertex based and Spline based used for deformation 
(Basdogan, 1999). 
 
• Vertex based: In this method, while deforming an 

object visually, the vertices of the body are 
manipulated directly. All the points in the region of 
interest are deformed in such a way that shows 
visually appealing deformation. This is the most 
basic and efficient method of visual deformation. 

In Basdogan et al. (1998), the author used vertex 
based deformation of the second order polynomial. 
In order to deform the soft tissue locally, they 
translated all vertices within a certain range, called 
the radius of influence, of the collision point along 
the surgical instrument. The magnitude of 
translation is controlled by the second order 
polynomial and the shape of the deformation is 
controlled by the degree and the coefficients of the 
polynomial. This method is only applied for visual 
deformation. 

• Spline based:  In this method, the object to be 
deformed is embedded in a linear cube of the grid. 
This grid acts as a handle for the deformation of an 
object. By changing the handle position, deforms 
the object embedded in it.  

 
The pioneering method in this field is proposed in 

(Sederberg and Parry, 1986). Different variations of this 
method are proposed in Davis and Burton (1991), 
Lamousin and Waggenspack (1994), Griessmair and 
Purgathofer (1989), Hsu et al. (1992) and Song and 
Yang (2005). The author in Hui et al. (2006) combined 
this method with a mass spring model to incorporate 
physical behaviour of the system. 
 
Physics-based: These models simulate the physical 
behaviour of objects and consider the internal and 
external forces. These methods are more appropriate in 
soft tissue modelling and therefore have been 
extensively used in the medical application such as 
training. In physics based, there are three popular 
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methods for simulating deformable models in real time 
simulation. 
 
• Finite element method: Basdogan (1999), FEM is 

considered one of the accurate methods for 
simulation of soft tissue deformation, but is 
computationally very slow and not suitable for real 
time interaction including force feedback devices 
with soft tissue in its pure form. To overcome the 
computational complexity and make it suitable for 
real time simulation, many optimization techniques 
have been proposed (Bro-Nielsen and Cotin, 1996; 
Vigneron  et al.,  2004;  Hauser   et al., 2003; Yan 
et al., 2007; Picinbono et al., 2000; Hadrien et al., 
2010). 
FEM is used both for linear and non-linear elastic 
models. Linear FEM is used in Frank et al. (2001), 
Mor and KanAde (2001), Nienhuys and Van Der 
Stappen (2000), Lindblad and Turkiyyah (2007), 
Sela et al. (2007) and Wu and Heng (2005); while 
in Picinbono et al. (2003) non-linearity is 
implemented in the contact region of soft tissue. 

• Mass spring systems: A Mass Spring System is a 
popular approach in Physics Based deformation. 
The reason for popularity is its efficiency and ease 
of implementation. A Mass Spring model considers 
continuous object as a finite set of discrete mass 
points, also known as nodes. These nodes are then 
connected with each other through massless springs  

forming a lattice. The deformation occurs when the 
nodes are displaced by some external forces such 
gravity or user applied forces and internal forces in 
the form of spring force. Stronger the spring force,  
the stiffer is the object it represents. Various 
numerical methods are used for calculating the new 
position of nodes such as Euler, Backward 
difference method, Runge kutta order 4. 

 
 After  the  pioneering  work done by Terzopoulos 

et al. (1987) and Terzopoulos and Fleischer (1988), this 
approach has been used for cloth simulation (Baraff and 
Witkin, 1998;  Provot,  1995),  face  animation (Kahler 
et al., 2001) and importantly for soft tissue behaviour 
modelling  in  surgery  training  simulator  (Mollemans 
et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2002; 
Choi et al., 2003). 

A big challenge in MSS is setting stiffness 
parameters. Recent research is going on addressing the 
parameter finding for the mass spring model. Various 
techniques have been proposed in the literature for 
parameter finding as in Etzmuss et al. (2003), Bianchi  
et al. (2003), D’Aulignac et al. (1999), Baran and 
Basdogan (2010) and Natsupakpong and Çavusoglu 
(2010). 

Although many techniques for deformable 
modelling exist, there is no one technique which has all 
of the characteristics i.e. Speed, robustness, 
physiological realism and topological flexibility which

 

  
Fig. 1: Haptic and graphics loop synchronization 

http://www.lifl.fr/~courtecu/
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needs of Virtual reality applications such as surgical 
simulation (Meter et al., 2005). 

A hybrid method is presented in Ahmad and 
Sulaiman (2011) which combines vertex based 
deformation with the Mass spring systems. In this 
method the nodes of the model are directly deformed 
using slope intercept form of a line equation for the 
touched and its two rings of neighbours. The touched 
node and its two circular rings are deformed using 
different slope values. These deformed nodes are 
attached to the fixed nodes using a spring. Once the 
force is relaxed the deformed nodes are attracted 
towards fixed nodes using these springs. To feel the 
object softness the same spring reaction force is 
rendered to the user using a force feedback device. The 
flow of the simulation is given in Fig. 1.  

In this study we optimized our previously 
developed algorithm for Visio haptic deformation 
(Ahmad and Sulaiman, 2011). This optimization is 
twofold, one using octree space partitioning method to 
partition the model space and use this for fast accessing 
to the touched node on the model. Second once found 
the touched node in the model, render its two rings of 
neighbours in the haptic loop to feel the object. This 
greatly improves the haptic cycle efficiency.  

 
METHODOLOGY 

 
Visio - Haptic Deformation:In real time vertex based 
deformation (Ahmad and Sulaiman, 2011), the vertex is 
deformed based upon the slope intercept form of a line 
equation. The user touches the model with the 
Phantomforce feedback device (SensAble 
Technologies, http:// www.sensable.com)). 

Deformation is achieved by directly deforming the 
nodes of the model. Once touched with the force 
feedback device, this touched node and its two rings of 
neighbours needs to be deformed in order to get 
realistic deformation with different slopes. 

Touched node is deformed using slope intercept 
form using Eq. (1): 
 

111 ),,(),,(),,( bzyxFmzyxpzyxp ii ++=+                     (1) 
 

Here b1 is set to zero and m1 must be less than 
zero. p i+1 are the new position of the node p and pi is 
the old position. F is the force applied on the node pi 
through a haptic force feedback device. 

Now the two circular rings of this touched node are 
deformed using the same slope intercept form of a line 
equation but with different slopes.  

The first ring of neighbours is deformed using Eq. 
(2) and second ring of neighbour is deformed using Eq. 
(3). The deformation profile is shown in Fig. 2: 
 

221 ),,(),,(),,( bzyxFmzyxpNzyxpN ii ++=+               (2) 
 

331 ),,(),,(),,( bzyxFmzyxpNNzyxpNN ii ++=+
              (3) 

 
In (1), (2) and (3), b1 = b2 = b3 = 0 and m1, m2 and 

m3 are negative and in the range of [0,-1], exclusive of 0 
and -1 and must satisfy the condition: m1 > m2 > m3. 
 
Searching: Octree Space Partitioning (OSP) method is 
used to partition the space occupied by the model. A 
model is made up of nodes, so the nodes are partitioned 
and stored in the leaves of the octree. This is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

When the user touches the model using force 
feedback device then searching is much faster as 
compared to the linear search using the nearest 
neighbour method available in the OpenHaptics APIs. 
This method is used to locate the touched node quickly. 
Algorithm for searching node is: 
 

searchNode (OSP octreeNode, HCP Point, int* 
touchedNode) 

 
Fig. 2: Deformation profile using a modified slope intercept form 
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Fig. 3: Model nodes are partitioned using OSP 
 

{ 
if (octreeNode =NULL) 

  return; 
if (Point outside the boundaries of octreeNode) 
return; 
if (octreeNode is Subdivided) 
for ( i = 0; i<8; i++) 
{ 
call searchNode( octreeNode->child[i], Point, & 
touchedNode)  
} 
else  
{ 

  
Loop through nodes in octreeNode->child[touched] 
Find closest node to the point 
touchedNode = touchedNodeIndex   
} 
} 

 
Rendering: Once found the touched node of the model, 
the next step is to render its two circular neighbors in 
the haptic rendering loop instead of rendering the whole 
model. This rendering of two rings of neighbours is 
visualized during simulation for touching various nodes 
of the same model in the Fig. 4 
 

An algorithm for rendering two rings of 
neighbours: 
void drawinHapticLoop() 
{ 
for (int i = 0; i<nodes[touchedNode]. 
numfirstRing;  i++) 
{  
Render touchedNode first and second ring of 
neighbors 
} 

 
This function executes in the haptic loop and render 

only two circular rings of the touched node.  

 
 
Fig. 4: Rendering two rings of neighbours in the haptic loop 

for various touched nodes 
 
Table 1: Rendering time for the previous and proposed method for 

different model resolution 

Model resolution 

Time taken in microseconds (Haptic 
rendering loop) 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Previous 
method Hybrid method 

Proposed 
method 

Vertices: 
Triangles: 

1442 
2880 

4.8 3.8 0.90 

Vertices: 
Triangles:  

3970 
7937 

13.50 10.10 1.40 

Vertices:   
Triangles:  

5762 
11521 

19.50 12.50 1.85 

Vertices:    
Triangles:  

8664 
17325 

30.10 21.50 2.70 

 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
We compare our new optimized real time vertex 

based deformation with the previously developed 
algorithm. The time required for rendering in the haptic 
loop for the previous and proposed method is given in 
Table 1, for different resolutions of the same model. 
Table 1, shows the time required for different resolution 
models using the previous method, hybrid method and 
the proposed method. Previous method has linear 
searching using nearest neighbour method available in 
the OpenHaptics API and the whole model is rendered 
in the haptic loop. Hybrid method has octree for 
searching the touched node and the whole model is 
rendered in the haptic loop. Proposed method uses 
octree for touching node searching and rendering two 
rings of neighbours in the haptic loop. All these 
mentioned methods use vertex based deformation using 
slope intercept of the line equation. Deformation using 
the proposed method is shown in Fig. 5 for stomach 
model and in Fig. 6, for simple sphere.  

Table 1, shows the proposed method has higher 
performance as compared to our previous method as 
well as with the hybrid method containing an octree 
method for searching. 
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Fig. 5: Interactive deformation of stomach model 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Interactive deformation of sphere model 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
In this study, an improved algorithm for visual 

deformation based on a modified slope intercept form of 
a line equation is presented. The algorithm is fast in 
visual deformation without needing efficient data 
structures for mesh. This algorithm works for any 
number of nodes in the mesh. Our algorithm is best for 
linear, isotropic and homogenous soft objects. To get 
realistic deformation of the complex mesh, rings of 
neighbours should need to be increased. The algorithm 
shows much improvement in terms of speed for 
increasing model resolution and more suitable for real 
time interactive simulators involving touch sensation. 
We applied our algorithm to surface based meshes. In 
further study we will apply our algorithm to volumetric 
meshes as well. 
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